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Q: Please provide a brief description of your education, employment 1 
history and professional qualifications.  2 
 3 
A:  Refer to Curriculum Vitae.  4 
 5 
 6 
Q: How did you first become involved in this matter? 7 
 8 
A:  Mr. Hart contacted me to see if I would serve as a professional witness.  9 
 10 
 11 
Q: What steps did you take to verify that gas appliance operations at 12 
Cameron Creek were safe? 13 
 14 
A:  Called Columbus to see that final Certificates of Occupancy were issued. 15 
 16 
 17 
Q: What steps did you take to verify that combustion air feeding gas 18 
appliances operations at Cameron Creek was adequate so as to be safe?  19 
 20 
A:  Other than checking Certificates of Occupancy  I did not do any testing. 21 
 22 
 23 

Building Codes at the Time of Cameron Creek Apartments Approval 24 
 25 
 26 
Q: What was your position and duties with the City of Columbus at the time 27 
of Cameron Creek Apartments approval in 1996?  28 
 29 
A:  Chief Building Official for Columbus over seeing all aspects of the building 30 
department – building services divisions.    31 
 32 
 33 
Q: What Code was legally in effect in Columbus at time of original approval 34 
of the Cameron Creek apartments in 1996? 35 
 36 
A:  The Ohio Building Code or the Ohio Basic Building Code. 37 
 38 
 39 



 

Q: How was this Code adopted so as to be in effect in Columbus, Ohio? 1 
 2 
A:  By City Ordinance. 3 
 4 
 5 
Q: In addition to being a local adopted Code was this Code also adopted 6 
statewide throughout Ohio? 7 
 8 
A:  It is the statewide commercial building code.   9 
 10 
 11 
Q: Would the Columbus Building Department have utilized this Code in 12 
approving the combustion air requirements for gas appliance operations in 13 
buildings at Cameron Creek? 14 
 15 
A: Yes.  16 
 17 
 18 
Q: Would this Code have allowed a combination of indoor and outdoor air 19 
to feed the combustion of gas appliances at Cameron Creek Apartments? 20 
 21 
A:  Yes.  22 
 23 
 24 
Q: Was this because building codes at the time of Cameron Creek’s 25 
approval recognized that construction was not “tight” with regard to air 26 
infiltration?  27 
 28 
A:  Yes and combustion air was allowed to verified by calculation utilizing 29 
ASHREA Standards. 30 
 31 
 32 
Q: Would this Code have allowed the construction/installation of multi-33 
story exhaust vents to serve the gas appliances from multiple apartment 34 
units such as these exist at Cameron Creek?  35 
 36 
A:  Yes. 37 
 38 
 39 
Q: Would the Columbus Building Department have utilized the National 40 
Fuel and Gas Code to evaluate and approve combustion air requirements 41 
for gas appliance operations at the Cameron Creek Apartments in 1996?  42 
 43 
 44 
A:  Only if it was referenced in the appendix of the Ohio Mechanical Code at that 45 
time, which I do not believe it was. 46 



 

Q: What is the National Fuel Gas Code?  1 
 2 
A:  It is a national model code providing standards for design, installation and 3 
maintenance of fossil fuel fired equipment.  4 
 5 
 6 
Q:  Have the NFGC provisions relating to combustion air requirements for 7 
gas appliances ever been adopted and in effect in the City of Columbus?  8 
 9 
A:  Only as references in the Ohio Building Code, Ohio Mechanical Code or the 10 
Ohio Plumbing Code as far as I am aware.  11 
 12 
 13 
Q:  Why have the portions of the NFGC relating to combustion air 14 
requirements for gas appliances not been adopted by Columbus or the 15 
State of Ohio? 16 
 17 
A:  The state has authority to adopt portions of a national model code but is not 18 
obligated to adopt them in their entirety.  19 

 20 
 21 

The Regulatory Status of Older Buildings When New 22 
Building Codes are Adopted 23 

 24 
Q:  When a new code is adopted or updated are older building approvals 25 
considered “out of compliance”? 26 
 27 
A:  No. If buildings are maintained per the code in effect at time built and no there 28 
is no change of use the buildings are still in an approved condition. 29 
 30 
 31 
Q:  When a new code is adopted or updated are older building approvals 32 
considered to be “unsafe” or “dangerous”? 33 
 34 
A:  No as long as maintained as approved.  35 
 36 
 37 
Q:  Do older building that were previously approved under an older code 38 
automatically represent “code violations” when a new code is adopted?  39 
 40 
A:  No. 41 
 42 
 43 
Q:  How are older buildings brought “up to code”? 44 
 45 



 

A:  Only if a “serious hazard” as decided by the Chief Building Official of the local 1 
jurisdiction is discovered, otherwise no changes are required.  2 
 3 
Q:  As a general policy, has Columbus typically operated under what is 4 
referred to as a “like for like” policy to allow the replacement of certain 5 
house components?   6 
 7 
A:  Yes, as long as a permit is pulled so an inspector can verify the work is done 8 
safely and per code.  9 
 10 
 11 
Q:  In general terms, please describe how this policy has worked through 12 
the years with regard to a hot water tanks, for example.  13 
 14 
A:  Other than contractors that perform replacement work without a permit it 15 
works well.  16 
 17 

 18 
Prohibition Against Retroactive Code Application 19 

 20 
Q:  Please describe the concept under Ohio law and building codes that 21 
prohibits the application of new codes to older approved buildings that is 22 
referred to as the “anti-retroactivity” provision. 23 
 24 
A:  As long as the building is maintained under the code in affect at that time and 25 
no serious hazards found, it is deemed safe for occupancy. 26 
 27 
 28 
Q:  Do you believe that in attempting to apply the standards of the 2006 29 
NFGC to the Cameron Creek apartments in 2006, 2007 or 2008 that 30 
Columbia Gas was violating the general provision in Ohio law prohibiting 31 
retroactive application of building codes?  32 
 33 
A:  Yes, plus you cannot mix and sections of different code editions to apply to a 34 
special condition.  This results in no actual code being used and this would not 35 
be recognized by the local jurisdiction.   36 
 37 
 38 
Q:  Do you believe that in attempting to apply the standards of the 2006 or 39 
2007 International Fuel Gas Code to the Cameron Creek apartments in 40 
2006, 2007 or 2008 that Columbia Gas was violating the general provision 41 
in Ohio law prohibiting retroactive application of building codes?  42 
 43 
A: Yes. 44 
 45 
 46 



 

Q:  Is this because the IFGC was actually adopted as the Ohio Mechanical 1 
Code in 2007 and because Cameron Creek was approved by Columbus 2 
under the 1996 Ohio Mechanical Code and in attempting to enforce the 3 
IFGC in 2006, 2007 or 2008, Columbia was actually attempting to apply a 4 
newer version of the Ohio Mechanical Code to older construction approved 5 
under an earlier version of that same Code?  6 
 7 
A: Yes.  8 
 9 
 10 
Q:  Would Columbia Gas be in violation of this general prohibition against 11 
applying codes retroactively if Columbia Gas applied the 1996 or 2006 12 
NFGC to construction approved in 1996, when it had not applied the 1996 13 
or 2006 NFGC in 1996 at the time of establishment of gas service? 14 
 15 
A: Yes.  16 
 17 
 18 
Q:  Can a state certified building department apply codes 10, 11, or 12 19 
years later that it had not applied at initial approval?  20 
 21 
A: No. 22 
 23 
 24 
Q:  Based on your experience as a code official, if by law a certified 25 
building department cannot apply building codes retroactively, can 26 
Columbia Gas do so as a public utility? 27 
 28 
A: Not to my knowledge.  29 
 30 
 31 
Q:  In your decade of experience as the Chief Building Official of Columbus 32 
do you ever remember Columbia Gas attempting to apply building 33 
regulations or a construction standard applying to gas appliances 34 
retroactively?  35 
 36 
A: No. 37 
 38 
 39 
Q:  If retroactive enforcement of building codes was attempted by 40 
Columbia Gas during your service in Columbus as Chief Building Official, 41 
how was this resolved?  42 
 43 
A: To my knowledge this did not happen; however, if it had I would not have 44 
allowed it.  45 
 46 



 

Q:  In your service as chief building official were there many apartment 1 
dwellings that were approved under provisions similar to the 1996 Ohio 2 
Basic Building Code that allowed combustion air for gas appliances to be 3 
obtained from indoor and outdoor air sources?  4 
 5 
A:  Yes, and when in doubt we might have asked for engineered calculations.  – I 6 
need to call Joe to check on this one, but I believe this is correct.  I sent him an 7 
email.  8 
 9 
 10 
Q:  In your service as chief building official were there many apartment 11 
dwellings that were approved under provisions similar to the 1996 Ohio 12 
Basic Building Code that allowed multi-story exhaust vents for gas 13 
appliances utilizing combination air that served multiple dwelling units? 14 
 15 
A: Yes.  16 
 17 
 18 
Q:  Please provide a brief history of changes in construction practices and 19 
code evolution, describing approvals under older code and ‘less tight’ 20 
construction versus newer codes and ‘tighter construction’ as it relates to 21 
combustion air requirements.  22 
 23 
A:  We now count less on infiltration air but look for direct air supply to the gas 24 
appliance.  25 
 26 
 27 
Q:  Are older construction methods and approvals inferior and therefore by 28 
definition less safe compared to today’s construction methods and codes?  29 
 30 
A: Not necessarily and not at all if properly maintained.  31 
 32 
 33 
Q:  So is it true that as dwellings became more tightly constructed, 34 
combustion air requirements have become more stringent relative to 35 
obtaining outside air?  36 
 37 
A:  Not more stringent but a more direct supply of outside air to the appliance.  38 
 39 
 40 
Q:  Is it also true that the apartments at Cameron Creek are not “unusually 41 
tight” construction as defined by the building codes and thus allow for an 42 
adequate amount of air infiltration into all living areas and interior rooms 43 
based on construction practices in the mid-1990s.  44 
 45 
A:  Yes.  46 



 

Meeting on July 31, 2008 with Columbia Gas Technical Representatives 1 
 2 
Q:  Did you attend a meeting as a representative of Cameron Creek 3 
Apartments that included a number of Columbia Gas personnel?  4 
 5 
A:  Yes.  6 
 7 
 8 
Q:  Who attended that meeting? 9 
 10 
A:  Karl, his partner/assistant and myself, along with multiple Columbia Gas staff. 11 
 12 
 13 
Q:  What were the purposes of that meeting?  14 
 15 
A: To try to find out what the Gas Company wanted and what their specific 16 
concerns were.  17 
 18 
 19 
Q:  When you or Karl Billisits asked for specific details and guidance on 20 
what remedial measures Columbia Gas was looking for Cameron Creek to 21 
perform, what was the answer?  22 
 23 
A:  We did not come away with any specific answers from this meeting. 24 
 25 
 26 
Q:  Taken as a whole and based on your overall involvement in this matter 27 
and direct contact with Columbia Gas officials, what do you think they 28 
wanted Cameron Creek to “guarantee” with regard to gas appliance 29 
operations? 30 
 31 
A:  That all units are guarantee to operate safely without any responsibility on 32 
their part.  33 
 34 
 35 
Q:  Was the requested guarantee realistic?  Is such a guarantee possible? 36 
 37 
A:  Not in my opinion.  38 
 39 
 40 
Q:  Was the “shower incident” that occurred on June 16, 2008 at 5744 Red 41 
Carnation Drive at the Cameron Creek Apartments discussed at the 42 
meeting? 43 
 44 
A:  The shower mist could have tripped the detector as well as a gas problem. 45 
 46 



 

Q:  What was your opinion of the ‘moisture’ theory – that bathroom or 1 
general humidity inhibits safe combustion inside gas appliances offered at 2 
the meeting? 3 
 4 
A:  That such a theory was not necessarily true and that many more factors and 5 
details would have to be known to truly evaluate such a theory.   6 
 7 
 8 
Q:  Since the meeting as you have reviewed vendor records documenting a 9 
follow up investigation of this incident, what is your opinion of the cause of 10 
any excess carbon monoxide that may have occurred in the unit where the 11 
“shower incident” took place?  12 
  13 
A:  That there was a possible lack of maintenance on that equipment leading to 14 
tank failure or there was vent drafting problem.  15 
 16 
 17 
Q:  What was your understanding of Columbia’s position on Cameron 18 
Creek as a result of this meeting? 19 
 20 
A:  They want all 240 units brought up to current code.  21 
 22 
 23 
Q:  What was the outcome of the meeting?   24 
 25 
A:  No final decisions or conclusions.  26 
 27 
 28 

Columbia Gas Authority to Demand Remedial Construction 29 
 30 
Q:  Is it your understanding that under Ohio law, certified building 31 
departments are the only entities that have legal authority to enforce, 32 
interpret and apply building codes at the local level? 33 
 34 
A:  Yes.  35 
 36 
 37 
Q:  Do you believe state law allows Columbia to enforce and apply the 38 
NFGC by demanding remedial construction or changes to gas appliance 39 
configuration as they have at Cameron Creek? 40 
 41 
A:  No, unless a “serious hazard” is indentified by the Chief Building Official and 42 
then only the specific condition that is identified by the Official needs to be 43 
addressed.  44 
 45 



 

Q:  Is it your understanding that under Ohio law, certified building 1 
departments are the only entities that have legal authority to declare life 2 
safety issues related building codes or construction? 3 
 4 
A:  Yes. 5 
 6 
 7 
Q:  Is it your understanding that under Ohio law, certified building 8 
departments are the only entities that have legal authority to find a serious 9 
safety hazard related to building codes and construction? 10 
 11 
A:    Yes to the best of my knowledge. 12 
 13 
 14 
Q:  When the City of Columbus has legal jurisdiction and enforcement 15 
authority over a building code issue and Columbia Gas also raises a 16 
concern about the same issue, how has this typically been worked out 17 
between the City Building Department and Columbia?  18 
 19 
A:  The two organizations have worked together to address any serious hazard. 20 
 21 
 22 
Q:  In your expert opinion, as a former State Architect and Chief Building 23 
Official with ten years of experience, and based on your review of the 24 
Cameron Creek Apartments matter, do you believe that Cameron Creek 25 
Apartments is in compliance with state and local building codes?  26 
 27 
A:  Yes, with the condition that proper maintenance will be required and any 28 
identified serious hazard identified by building officials need to be addressed.  29 
 30 
 31 
Q:  In your expert opinion, as a former State Architect and Chief Building 32 
Official with ten years of experience, and based on your review of the 33 
Cameron Creek Apartments matter, do you believe that combination 34 
combustion air, from both inside and outside the buildings, is adequate for 35 
safe gas appliance operations?  36 
 37 
A:  Yes, as long as no source of the design air supply has been blocked or 38 
eliminated.  39 
 40 
 41 
Q:  In your expert opinion, as a former State Architect and Chief Building 42 
Official with ten years of experience, and based on your review of the 43 
Cameron Creek Apartments matter, do you believe that Cameron Creek 44 
Apartment’s gas appliances are operating safely? 45 
 46 



 

A:  Yes, if properly maintained. 1 
 2 
Q:  Do the requests for placement of 7 inch combustion air feed ducts to all 3 
utility rooms and the separation of all post exhaust vents/chimneys at 4 
Cameron Creek Apartments represent demands by Columbia Gas for 5 
building alterations? 6 
 7 
A:  Yes, these would be building alterations.  Unless there is proof that the 8 
systems are malfunctioning based on the code used to approve them when built, 9 
the requests are more than excessive.  10 
 11 
 12 
Q:  Do such demands amount to Columbia Gas attempting to regulate 13 
construction and applying or enforcing building regulations? 14 
 15 
A:  Yes in my opinion.  16 
 17 
 18 
Q:  What will happen to the City’s enforcement of building codes and 19 
regulatory systems if Columbia Gas is allowed to regulate the placement of 20 
gas appliances in buildings? 21 
 22 
A:  A major conflict will arise between the Building Department who has the 23 
current legal authority and the Gas Company. 24 
 25 
 26 
Q:  What will happen to the City’s enforcement of building codes and 27 
regulatory system if Columbia Gas is allowed apply today’s code standards 28 
to older approved buildings? 29 
  30 
A:  Major conflict. 31 
 32 
 33 
Q:  What will happen to the City’s enforcement of building codes and 34 
regulatory system if Columbia Gas is allowed to apply code standards from 35 
1996 that had not been applied previously to older construction?  36 
 37 
A:  Major lawsuits, conflicts of interest and breaking of the laws that give the 38 
building department such authority.  39 
 40 
 41 
Q:  If Columbia Gas is legally allowed to regulate combustion air 42 
requirements, placement and gas appliance configuration and construction 43 
of buildings what will happen to the uniform system of code enforcement 44 
adopted by the Ohio Legislature through the statewide building code?  45 
 46 



 

A:  It would seriously “shake-up” the code enforcement world as we now know it. 1 
 2 
Q:  Who will have the final approval authority over construction and gas 3 
appliances operations and configuration  – Columbia Gas or the local 4 
building department if Columbia Gas is authorized to perform such 5 
regulation?  6 
 7 
A:  It will not work. The two parties cannot have the same authority  8 
 9 
 10 
Q:  Who will have the final approval authority over construction and gas 11 
appliances operations and configuration – the PUCO or the Ohio Board of 12 
Building Standards -- Columbia Gas is authorized to perform such 13 
regulation?  14 
 15 
A: The Ohio Board of Building Standards should have final authority. If not, years 16 
of laws, standards and authority would need to be overturned. I do not believe 17 
this should happen. The Gas Company should submit proposed code changes 18 
that it believes are appropriate through the code change process like everyone 19 
else. 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
 46 
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